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For over 25 years AutoSmart Australia has been at the forefront of the vehicle maintenance industry, providing businesses with vehicle cleaning, 

servicing/maintenance and mechanical workshop chemicals and accessories. We design and manufacture all our own products, providing users 

with a range that offers unrivalled performance, quality and value.

Science is the heart of our success.

AutoSmart has unrivalled expertise in the science of vehicle cleaning and automotive maintenance. We have an extensive international 

research program, conducted in conjunction with industry and government bodies as well as leading universities. As you 

would expect from the experts, we have used this knowledge to formulate a range of products to meet the 

specific needs of the vehicle cleaning, servicing and maintenance industry. We continue to develop 
and improve our range to maintain our market leading quality, staying ahead of market 
trends and industry changes.  

Excellence is Recognised.

AutoSmart have been operating successful 

franchises in Australia since 1996. We have since 

grown to be Australia’s largest trade supplier 

with over 35 franchisees nationwide, with some 

of the original franchisees still operating after 24 

years. We are the only manufacturer to market in 

every state, from Darwin to Adelaide, Perth to the 

Sunshine Coast, we have you covered. Our goal is 

to help customers find the best products to suit 
their individual needs from our extensive range. We 

develop and manufacture  all of our own products 

and distribute them exclusively throughout the 

country by our national network of franchisees.

OUR HISTORY...

UNRIVALLED PRODUCTS                                
THE AUTOSMART DIFFERENCE
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AN INTRODUCTION TO OUR RANGE

Professional, trade quality products with 

unparalleled performance.

Support from your local franchisee is 

unmatched in the industry.

Many of our products are biodegradable 

and quick-break.

An amazing range of products for every 

vehicle on and off the road.

Designed under ISO certification to 
ensure quality and consistancy.

All our products are concentrated for 

high economy.

Over the years, we have developed a comprehensive range of products to assist your business with vehicle cleaning chemicals, 

workshop cleaning, mechanical servicing, maintenance chemicals, aerosol lubricants and paints. AutoSmart products are the 

number one choice for trade professionals in Australia. With the wealth of our experience across the vehicle maintenance industry, 

we have the best products to suit all your industry requirements.       

AutoSmart Australia has undertaken several reviews to look at reducing our carbon footprint. One of our greatest initiatives 

has been to reduce the amount of plastic packaging we buy. It is our network’s policy for each franchisee to recover empty 

plastic cubes used to hold our products and reuse/refill where possible. We also only purchase re-conditioned 200L drums 
and 1000L totes. Along with our packaging initiatives many of our key products are quick-break and biodegradable. Looking 
after our environment is key to our business operations and we take it extremely seriously.

We have taken big steps to ensure we comply to current laws and legislations. The Globally Harmonised System (GHS) came 

into effect on 31st December 2016. The introduction of the GHS has lead to changes in the requirements for packaging, 
labelling and product classifications of dangerous goods chemicals. AutoSmart have invested a great deal of time and 
resources into ensuring we are compliant with these changes.

OHS & THE ENVIRONMENT

AND SERVICE                          
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THE RADIANCE RANGE

The Radiance range of self serve and automatic carwash chemicals was created for the business operator who believes 
the customer’s washing experience to be integral to their business success. Autosmart’s Radiance carwash chemcial 
range has been scientifically designed to be high strength whilst having the added benefit of containing concentrated 
brightly coloured dyes and pleasant scents which enhance the customers washing experience. 

We incorporate the knowledge learned from 40 years of successful operation into all our products and Radiance is no 
exception providing unrivalled performance, customer experience, quality and value for money.

ENGINE & WHEEL CONCENTRATE
Engine & Wheel Concentrate is a high strength alkaline engine bay degreaser that easily removes oil-based traffic films and 
grease. Furthermore, Engine & Wheel Concentrate is ideal for tyre and wheel cleaning, removing brake dust and other road 
grimes which accumulate on wheels and wheel arches. Engine & Wheel Concentrate is brightly coloured and features a strong  
pleasant scent which provides an industrial high strength appeal, enhancing customer satisfaction. 

HIGH PRESSURE SOAP ULTIMATE
High Pressure Soap Ultimate is a concentrated detergent designed for use as high-pressure soap rinse in manual bays and 
can be used as brush lubricant in automatic brush systems. High Pressure Soap Ultimate electrostatically encapsulates dirt 
particles providing lubrication which reduces abrasive damage caused by the removal of dirts and general traffic film. High 
Pressure Soap Ultimate has a pleasant scent for added appeal. 

Tip: Combine Pre-Soak Mousse with High Pressure Soap Ultimate for the ultimate touch free result in a manual bay setup.

WHAT IS RADIANCE?

Pre-Soak Mousse is a highly concentrated, high foaming alkaline pre-soak designed for use as a manual bay pre-soak or 
through automatic washes as a first pass pre-soak. Pre-Soak Mousse applies a brightly coloured thick foam layer that deeply 
cleans, softening and removing various contaminants, and breaking traffic films and general road grime. Pre-Soak Mousse 
is brightly coloured and has a pleasant fragrance boosting customer appeal.

PRE-SOAK MOUSSE

LOW PH PRE-SOAK
A Low pH Pre-Soak is designed to remove calcium, minerals and metal-based deposits, which aren’t typically removed with 
a single alkaline pre-soak pass in an automatic touch free carwash. Low pH Pre-Soak is a highly concentrated cleaner, with a 
pleasant floral scent added for enhanced customer appeal. Low pH Pre-Soak is highly effective at removing metal fallout. 

Tip: Combine Pre-Soak Mousse with Low pH Pre-Soak as a two-pass pre-Soak in a touch-free carwash machine for a premium clean.     
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BY
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CHROMA FOAM (TRI COLOUR) 
Chroma Foam Tri Colour’s high surfactant formula is enhanced with foaming boosters and bright coloured dyes to create 
a vibrant foam. Chroma Foam Tri Colour is formulated to provide high lubricity for brush applications minimising abrasive 
damage. Chroma Foam Tri Colour can be used as a high foaming brush in manual wash bays and as a tri-coloured foam in 
automatic wash bays. Chroma Foam Tri Colour’s high foaming deep cleaning action combined with bright colours provides 
customers with an enhanced cleaning experience.  Available in Ruby, Sapphire & Gold.

CHROMA WAX (TRI COLOUR)
Chroma Wax has been designed for use as a manual bay splatter wax and as a tri-colour splatter wax in an automatic wash 
system. Chroma Wax applies a thick high coloured foam to paintwork leaving a high gloss protective finish. Chroma Wax 
contains enhanced scents for added customer appeal and comes in three vibrant colours (Ruby, Sapphire & Gold). 

AQUAGUARD
Aquaguard is a premium highly concentrated spray wax containing three different sealants designed to provide the highest 
level of shine and protection. Aquaguard offers great protection from UV and paint damaging atmospheric contaminants. 
Aquaguard’s protective coating reduces surface tension creating a high beading visual effect that aids water dispersion and 
the drying process. Aquaguard can be used in both manual and automatic wash bays.

ULTRA BEADS
Ultra Beads combines the visual effects of a high beading wax agent with a dispersing water-shedding agent. Ultra Beads 
applies a protective coating to paintwork offering great protection from UV and paint damaging atmospheric contaminants.    
The combination of Ultra Beads high beading and shedding agents create a spot-free high gloss finish. For customer appeal, 
Ultra Beads has been enhanced with a pleasant scent. Ultra Beads can be used in both manual and automatic wash bays.  
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THE WASHSMART RANGE
Our selection of economical products for 

your carwash system.

WHY WASHSMART?

The Washsmart range of self serve and automatic carwash chemicals is comprised of highly 
economical, high strength detergents, cleaners and waxes ideal for use in industrial and service 
centre wash bays. This range offers fantastic value, providing concentrated chemicals that not only 
have a low cost per wash but also perform at the high standards required within the industry. 
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FOAMING WHEEL & ENGINE SCRUB 
Foaming Wheel & Engine Scrub is a concentrated alkaline wheel and engine cleaner with a blend of high strength surfactants 
designed to create a foam that clings to wheels and engine bays. Foaming Wheel & Engine Scrub easily removes brake dust, 
oil-based traffic films, and grease.   Foaming Wheel & Engine Scrub has a pleasant fragrance giving an industrial high strength 
appeal, enhancing customer satisfaction. Low cost per wash.

ALKALINE PRE-SOAK
Alkaline Pre-Soak is a highly concentrated pre-soak designed to loosen dirt and lift stubborn traffic films. Alkaline Pre-Soak 
is ideal for use in a manual bay and automatic wash pre-soak application.  Alkaline Pre-Soak can be used in both touch-free 
and brush automatic wash systems. Low cost per wash.

SUDS BRUSH
Suds Brush is an economical high foaming brush wash specially formulated to enhance lubrication, reducing abrasive damage 

from brushes. Suds Brush will remove any stubborn contaminant not removed during the pre-soak pass. Highly economical. 

AQUAWAX
Aquawax is a high-performance spray wax designed to create a water-shedding effect, promoting water dispersion and 
quick drying. Aquawax gives a deep shine and has a pleasant cherry fragrance. Highly dilutable to give a low cost per wash.  
Aquawax applies a protective coating to paintwork offering great protection from UV and paint damaging atmospheric 
contaminants.    

HIGH PRESSURE FOAM
High Pressure Foam delivers a thick velvety foam providing a cleaning action designed to soften dirt and various contaminants, 
breaking traffic films and general road grime. If requested we can add one of our vibrant dye bombs gives an enhanced 
customer experience. Bombs available in blue, red and yellow.

JUST BEAD IT
Just Bead It is an effective water beading agent designed to reduce surface tension and promote water dispersion, aiding 
the drying process. 

HIGH PRESSURE SOAP
High Pressure Soap is an economical detergent designed for use as a manual bay high-pressure soap and can also be used 
as a brush lubricant in automatic wash systems. High Pressure Soap is specially formulated to enhance lubrication, reducing 
abrasive damage caused by traffic films and dirt particles. High Pressure Soap cleans whilst softening & removing various 
contaminants, and breaking traffic films and general road grime. Highly economical. 
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ACTIVE MOUSSE: Is our premium strength high foaming TFR containing foam stabilizers, designed to increase 
foam cling and dwell time. Active Mousse can be used as a high-pressure pre-spray or foamed 
onto vehicles, broomed or sponged then rinsed clean.  Perfect for all exterior vehicle cleaning 
particularly effective on heavy stubborn traffic films and road grime.

ACTIVE XL: Advanced bi-ionic TFR for use on all vehicle exterior vehicle cleaning. Active XL can be used 
as a high-pressure pre-spray or foamed onto vehicles, broomed or sponged then easily rinsed 
clean. Active XL is an economical TFR ideally used for fleet maintenance. Formulated to 
balance clean, foam and shine Active XL is easy rinsing and gives unbeatable performance.

PRESTIGE XLS: A safe low alkaline TFR containing wax designed to clean, add shine and protect your 
paintwork. Prestige XLS can be used as a high-pressure pre-spray or foamed onto vehicles, 
broomed or sponged, then rinsed clean.  Prestige XLS is an economical TFR ideally used on 
all vehicles, particularly effective for cleaning vehicles with brightwork. Prestige XLS will 
not effect plastic finishes or mark polished aluminium and chrome. 

TRUCKWASH 39: Premium strength low alkaline TFR, highly effective on heavy, stubborn, traffic films and road 
grime. TW39 can be used as a high-pressure pre-spray or foamed onto vehicles, broomed or 
sponged then rinsed clean. TW39 contains ‘traffiwax’, a liquid wax that applies gloss and UV 
protection to your paintwork. Perfect for all exterior vehicle cleaning particularly suitable for 
cleaning trucks with brightwork, TW39 will not mark aluminium or chrome.

TRUCKWASH 66: High strength alkaline TFR designed with tough cleaning power for removing grease 
and heavy soiling. TW66 can be applied manually or dispensed through dilution control 
equipment.  TW66 is ideally used for degreasing chassis and engines and for cleaning plant 
and heavy machinery. TW66 is easy rinsing and gives unbeatable performance.

TRUCKSTEAM: Trucksteam is an economical alkaline TFR designed to remove grease and heavy soiling 
from chassis’, engines and heavy machinery. Trucksteam is a versatile TFR with a powerful 
formulation which cuts through road grime, dirt, grease & oil. Trucksteam can also be 
used as a pre-soak for exterior vehicle cleaning. Trucksteam can be applied manually or 
dispensed through dilution control equipment. 

SNOW FOAM 

PRO:

Snowfoam Pro features next-generation micro-foam technology which can be applied 
using any domestic or professional pressure washer with a foam attachment or a foam 
gun. Snowfoam Pro’s small bubble size means more contact with the vehicle and a more 
dense blanket of soft white foam to lift dirt and debris from the vehicle surface. pH 
balanced Snowfoam Pro is safe for use on ceramic coating.

ENVIROWASH: A  100% biodegradable and quick break formulation, Enviro Wash is a low hazard non-
caustic traffic film remover (TFR) designed to clean all exterior vehicle surfaces. Enviro 
Wash is great on all paintwork, ideal on truck side curtains and effective at removing 
bug squash. 
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We have a wide range of unique foam equipment to complement our specialist foaming TFR’S. The equipment 
is robust, easy to set up, extremely easy to use and offers unrivaled performance. Ask your franchisee for a 
demonstration. 

ACUSET: The fixed plate end line restrictors control the flow of neat chemical into the venturi injection 
point of the high-pressure washer. This controls the dilution of chemical at set rate prescribed 
on the dilutor. Each fixed plate restrictor comes with a stepless ear clamp designed to 
permanently attach the fixed plate restrictor to the venturi pick-up hose. The fixed plate end 
line restrictor cannot be removed without cutting it off the pickup hose.

BARREL + T-MIX: The Barrell T Mix gives client the ability to draw multiple products at the same time. Clients 
can apply a secondary cleaner or drying aid like Aquawax in conjunction with their primary 
detergent or TFR.  

SMART FOAM SYSTEM

PIGTAIL LANCE:

The Smart Foam System with Pigtail Lance is unique to Autosmart and has a greater ability 
to agitate the water chemical mixture to produce a high cling dry foam. The dryer the foam 
the higher cling and better the clean. Using an Autosmart Pigtail Lance when coupled with 
the fixed plate restrictors you will achieve a greater dilution capability, using only the product 
required per vehicle. 

SMART CAR 

SPRAY SYSTEM:

AutoSmart’s Smart Car Spray System is designed to dispense traffic film removers (TFR’s) 
and vehicle detergents through a venturi pick-up. suitable for cleaning larger industrial size 
vehicles, the Smart Car Spray System possesses a 10-metre durable hose and lance. The 
Smart Car Spray System dispenses the detergents and TFR’s as a low foam, for easy rinsing. 

SNOW FOAM 

CANNON:

AutoSmart’s snow foam cannon is designed to dispense vehicle detergents, foamed onto the 
vehicle creating a thick rich foam. The snow foam cannon connects to the lance of a pressure 
washer by installing the machine specific attachment. The snow cannon is compatible with all 
the common brands available in the Australian market.    

HOSE FOR UK 205L

BARREL SETUP:

The barrel setup with hose and bung is setup when pulling chemical directly from the 205-litre 
barrels. The bung can be inserted and tied off using an Autosmart branded zip tie. Just another 
way we ensure the customer that staff have no direct access to the concentrated product,  
which can lead to OHS issues, product wastage and overuse.

FOAM WASH GUN: The foam wash gun is a quick and easy way to apply vehicle detergents. The foam wash gun 
attaches directly to a standard garden hose connector, dispensing detergents and TFR’s into a 
thick dense high cling foam.  

SMART FOAM SYSTEM

LONG REACH WAND:

To compliment the Smart Foam System, Autosmart have available a long reach foam lance 
and high-pressure wand, perfect for larger vehicles like trucks, buses, agricultural and mining 
machinery. The longer foam lance and high-pressure wand gives the user the ability to foam 
the high points of larger vehicles and all the hard-to-reach places under guards.. 

SEKO WALL

MIXER:

The Seko Promax range of dilutors are central to providing consistent, accurate and easy 
dilutions with the push of a button. The use of end line restrictor tips provided with the Promax 
ensures that the product is accurately diluted to the exact specification we have prescribed 
for use.
 •  1 or 4 Button (14 L/min)- Designed for rapid filling of bulk containers, filling buckets 
with carwash or detergent. Filling the 6-litre blue AutoSmart pump sprayer with degreasers, 
wheel cleaners or TFR’s. Not for use filing smaller bottle as it will foam too much!

 •  1 or 4 Button (4 L/min) – Designed for filling smaller containers like trigger bottles. 
Typical products are degreasers, multi-purpose cleaners, wheel cleaners.
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AUTOWASH: A highly concentrated pH neutral wash and wax shampoo. Autowash contains carnauba wax 
which provides UV protection and allows for easy rinsing and a reduction in watermarks, 
leaving a streak-free high gloss finish. Autowash is the ideal shampoo for service wash bays 
requiring a strong cleaner matched with a high gloss wax finish. 

DUET: A superior wash and wax shampoo, Duet contains the highest level of carnauba wax of all 
our products. Duet has an excellent deep cleansing action for removing dirt and traffic film, 
leaving a high gloss finish on all vehicle surfaces. Ideal shampoo for the professional who 
wants high gloss and UV protection against the elements. Ideal for one-step car preparation.

DUET PLUS: Our highest wax wash, containing both a natural carnauba and synthetic wax. Duet Plus is a 
neutral wash and wax shampoo with pleasant raspberry fragrance. Perfect for professionals 
who require an excellent deep cleansing action for removing dirt and traffic film and a high 
wax, high gloss finish. Duet Plus is ideal for one-step car preparation.

TIGER PLUS: A premium non-caustic truckwash shampoo that will not fade your paintwork over time. 
Tigerplus will not mark paint, glass or aluminium and our powerful streak-free formulation 
means little scrubbing is required. Tigerplus is ideal for fleet maintainance, cleaning brightwork 
or for the professional wanting more cleaning power from their shampoo.

FLEETWASH: A highly concentrated truck and vehicle wash and wax which is versatile and tough enough 
to take on any vehicle in your fleet. It will easily break through layers of dirt and grime leaving 
behind a brilliantly clean surface. Fleetwash is our biggest seller to fleet operators in Australia 
delivering strong cleaning power and unbelievable economy.

CARNAUBA SHIELD: A berry scented pH neutral wash and wax shampoo containing carnauba wax. Carnauba Shield 
has a gentle cleaning action delivering a high gloss UV protective coating. Carnauba Shield can 
be used manually with bucket and sponge or more optimally foamed and dispensed through 
a venturi or dilution control equipment. 

TIGERWASH: Tigerwash has been specially formulated to be slightly acidic to match the pH of skin (pH 5.5 
- 6). Tigerwash is a high foaming strong cleaner that easily breaks down dirt and traffic films 
whilst providing lubrication for sponge abrasion, minimising maring and fine swirls. Due to it 
being pH matched to skin, Tigerwash is the ideal soap for manual washing in service bays and 
for people who have skin sensitivity.  Ideal for use with hard water.

FOAMING GOLD: A high foaming strong truckwash style shampoo designed for cleaning dirt and heavy traffic 
film. Optimally dispensed through foaming dilution control equipment, Foaming Gold will 
not mark paint, glass or aluminium and our powerful streak-free formulation means little 
scrubbing is required.  

Does using more cleaning product mean you will get a better clean? 

No! There is a point where, no matter how much cleaning product you use, you will never get a 
better result. This point is known by scientists as ‘Critical Clean’. If you use less product 
the job will be worse, but if you use more, the end result will be no better 
than at ‘Critical Clean’. We will set up your equipment so you can 
be sure that you achieve ‘Critical Clean’ every-time 
you use AutoSmart products.

CRITICAL CLEAN:
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INTERIOR CLEANERS
The AutoSmart range of interior cleaners includes specialist and all-round products designed to make 
vehicle preparation easy, quick and cost-effective. With the right products for the job, the interior 
comes up like new and the customer comes back time and time again. 

BIO BRISK: A specialist biological cleaner and deodouriser. Bio Brisk digests soiling such as oils, protein, and fat. 
Ideal for fabrics or carpets, blocked sinks and drains. Bio Brisk safely removes all biological soiling and 
odours including milk, blood, urine, and vomit, whilst being very effective on nicotine odours.

SMART SPOT: A pleasant-smelling hydrocarbon solvent spot remover for fabrics containing a citrus oil (D-limonene). 
Smart Spot is designed to gently break down oils and grease. Once Smart Spot removes the staining it 

will evaporate completely from the fabric. 

BRISK LOW FOAM: Luxury upholstery and fabric shampoo, containing antistatic agents, optical brighteners, conditioners 
and biocides, designed to clean and restore the appearance of carpet and fabrics. Brisk Low Foam 
will easily draw out heavy contaminants leaving fabric bright, free from clumping and smelling fresh. 
Brisk Low Foam can be used manually or through an extraction machine.   

BLAST OFF: Economical, high strength multi-purpose cleaner containing penetrants designed to deeply clean all 
interior finishes. Blast Off safely removes oils, dirts, and general grime from trims, fabric  and  leather.   

G101: G101 is our premium multi-purpose interior cleaner. G101 can be applied at a higher strength to clean 
all hard surfaces and heavily soiled areas or diluted to deeply clean head linings, door panels, dash, 
trims, and fabrics. G101 removes oils, dirt, makeup, suncream and other hard to clean contaminants 
which most interior cleaners will not remove. 

TANGO: A versatile dressing that cleans and shines in one action. Tango is ideally used as a cleaner dressing 
for door jambs, boots and bonnet areas and great as a non-tacky dash dressing. Tango will break 
down grease, dirt and oils then produce a shiny finish when wiped clean.  

PREPTONE: High strength, fast acting, hydrocarbon solvent-based spot remover designed to clean and remove 
oils, grease, adhesives and makeup from all vehicle interior finishes.  

JET MPC: A  low hazard multi-purpose cleaner with tough cleaning strength, containing a pleasant mint fragrance.  
Jet MPC is safe on all interior finishes and deeply cleans head linings, door panels, dash, trims, and 
fabrics. Jet MPC is a low hazard cleaner designed to satisfy Work Health & Safety requirements.

JELSOL: An aerosol cleaner which is effective at dissolving chewing gum and adhesives from interior fabrics 
and on hard surfaces. Jelsol will also remove sap, tar, and graffiti from vehicle exteriors.   

LEATHER CLEANER: A pH neutral gentle leather and interior cleaner designed to safely remove contaminants from leather 
and delicate interior finishes. Leather Cleaner won’t harden leather or remove colourings. Leather 
Cleaner is highly concentrated and economical to use.

LEATHER 

SUPPLEMENT:

A rich cream leather feed designed to protect new leather and rejuvenate old leather as new. 
Formulated & approved for use on all leather upholstery including: Rolls Royce, Bentley, Mercedes, 
Aston Martin and BMW.
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TARDIS: A strong fast-acting hydrocarbon solvent-based tar and glue remover, easily 
dissolving bitumen, glue residues, tree sap, and oil-based contaminants. Tardis 
emulsifies in water making it easy to rinse. Safe on rubbers and painted surfaces. 

PLUS 10: A high strength hydrocarbon solvent-based degreaser that effectively removes 
fresh grease, oils, and spills from engines, chassis and transmissions. Plus 10 is 
sprayed onto the desired surface, brushed, then rinsed forming an emulsion, 
or simply left to evaporate. Plus 10 can be used in parts washers, contains rust 
inhibitors and will not affect painted surfaces or rubbers. 

Note: Plus 10 is also available in a low flammable version called High Flash Plus 10. 
Perfect for use where the risk of ignition is present or for businesses who wish to 
minimise workplace risk. 

WAX ATTACK: Wax Attack is an economical hydrocarbon solvent-based degreaser that effectively 
removes fresh grease and oil spills from engines, chassis and transmissions. Wax 
Attack is ideally used as a parts washer fluid. Wax Attack will not affect painted 
surfaces or rubbers.

BRAKE CLEANER: Brake Cleaner is a versatile quick evaporative, residue-free solvent cleaner 
designed for cleaning brake discs and rotors and wetting out brake dust for safe 
removal. Perfect for preparing surfaces for sealants and adhesives. AutoSmart 
brake cleaner is ideal for light degreasing where a quick clean-and-dry is required.

CITRATECH: Citratech is a citrus-based, non-flammable solvent cleaner and degreaser for the 
safe and effective removal of heavy deposits such as tar, bitumen, grease, oils 
and adhesives. It is designed for companies that need a solvent cleaner with 
slow evaporation or are concerned about potential ignition sources causing fires, 
risking health & safety. Great as a non-flammable parts washer fluid.
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BLAST OFF: Versatile economical multi-purpose cleaner and degreaser used for interior and 
exterior degreasing. Blast Off can be applied at higher strengths to degrease engine 
bays, easily cutting through baked-on dirt, grease and oil, or if applied diluted, is highly 
effective at cleaning grease and oil-based contaminants from interiors. 

G101: G101 is our premium multi-purpose cleaner and degreaser used for interior and 
exterior degreasing. G101 can be applied at a higher strength to degrease all hard 
surfaces including workshop floors, wheels, engine bay, and bonnet areas. Safe on 
interiors, dilute G101 to deeply clean head linings, door panels, dash, trims, and fabrics. 

TRIPLE: Triple is a premium strength heavy-duty degreaser used throughout many industries. 
Primarily intended for use as a biocidal agent when sanitising and degreasing food-
based oils and animal fats from food transport vehicles. Triple is proven to be an 
effective degreaser in mechanics workshops and particularly in the heavy vehicle, heavy 
machinery and transport industries where milder degreasers have been inefficient. 
Triple is excellent for cleaning PVC side curtains on trucks. 

TRUCKSTEAM: Trucksteam is a versatile high strength degreaser that is ideally used by mechanics as an 
engine bay degreaser and floor cleaner for both manual and machine use. Trucksteam 
can be highly diluted and easily cuts through baked-on dirt, grease and oils. Trucksteam’s 
high strength formula and high dilution economy make it the ideal choice for the heavy 
vehicle, mining, heavy machinery, and transport industries. 
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SMARTSTEAM: Economical, high strength caustic degreaser designed for use in the heavy vehicle, 
heavy machinery, mining, mechanical and transport industries. Smartsteam easily cuts 
through baked-on dirt, grease, and oils.   

JET DEGREASER: Jet Degreaser is a safe heavy-duty non-caustic degreaser, brilliant for use in removing 
baked-on grease and oils from engines, chassis’ and transmissions. Jet Degreaser 
is designed for companies that require a non-damaging strong degreaser and are 
conscientious about health & safety.  Jet Degreaser is safe on paintwork when removing 
road grime and oil-based contaminants. 

WHEEL KING: Primarily designed as a powerful acid-free wheel cleaner, Wheel King has also proved 
itself to be an effective high strength degreaser used in heavy vehicle, transport, and 
mechanical industries. Wheel King is formulated to be high foaming, meaning a greater 
cling time and greater reside time, leading to a greater clean. Wheel King is effective at 
removing carbon deposits, stubborn brake dust, and heavy grease and oils.  

Autosmart Australia
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WHEEL CLEANERS

A highly effective aluminium 
cleaner & brightener perfect 
on aluminum trays and side 
steps. Ali is also used as an 
acid-based wheel cleaner. 
effortlessly removing brake 
dust and road grime as it 
cleans and brightens alloy 
wheels. 

ALI ALI KING

Our premium strength 
aluminium cleaner and 
brightener used for highly 
oxidised aluminium. Ali 
King is a high strength mag 
wheel cleaner that easily 
cuts through baked-on 
brake dust and road grime. 
Excellent for removing 
calcium and lime-based 
films often deposited 
during road works.

ALI KING YELLOW
A powerful aluminium 
cleaner brightener and 
acid-based wheel cleaner.  
Ali Yellow has a blend of 
acids making it ideal for 
removing corrosion and 
rust stains from hard 
surfaces. Ali Yellow will 
remove concrete and 
calcium and lime-based 
films often deposited 
during road works.

RED WHEEL ACID

Concentrated economical 
acid-based aluminium 
cleaner and brightener 
perfect for use on 
aluminium trays and side 
steps. Red Wheel Acid is an 
acid-based wheel cleaner 
used to remove heavy 
baked-on brake dust. 
Red Wheel Acid is highly 
effective for the removal of 
red dust.

ALI EXTREME
A mild acid with less than 
<1% hydrofluoric acid.  Ali 
Extreme contains foaming 
surfactants providing a high 
cling, allowing for a greater 
dwell time. Ali Extreme 
is ideal for brightening 
aluminium and cleaning 
wheels. Its low hydrofluoric 
acid content makes it ideal 
for businesses who wish to 
minimise workplace risk.

FALLOUT REMOVER

A mild acid-based fallout 
remover designed to 
remove lime and calcium-
based fallout as well as 
ferric metal deposits. Fallout 
Remover rapidly dissolves 
fallout while being safe for 
use on paint, plastic trim, 
and glass.
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HAZSAFE
A low alkaline, safe wheel 
and tyre cleaner designed 
to clean chrome, anodised 
and painted rims. Hazsafe 
removes brake dust and 
traffic films easliy without 
damaging or affecting the 
delicate surface of the 
wheel. 

SMART STEAM

Economical high strength, 
alkaline wheel cleaner, 
great for high volume users. 
Smartsteam removes 
brake dust, grease and oils 
from wheels, and easily 
dissolves road grime and 
old silicone from tyres.     

RED 7

Red 7 is a pH neutral, acid-free wheel 
cleaner, designed for performance and 
safety. It provides an extremely effective, 
deep cleansing, spray and hose off action 
for bringing your vehicles wheels to an 
impressive shine.

Its unique formulation reacts with surface 
contaminants, usually iron particles found 
in brake dust, and turns these particles into 
a water-soluble solution. This results in its 
characteristic bright red run-off that bleeds 
down the wheel providing easy rinse 
off. It is also highly effective at removing 
atmospheric fallout & oxidisation.

Red 7 is safe to use on all vehicle surfaces 
and wheel types making it ideal for use on 
carbon-ceramic brake systems.

WHEEL KING

Premium strength acid-
free wheel cleaner. Wheel 
King is high foaming 
providing excellent cling 
and extended dwell time. 
Wheel King easily removes 
heavy baked-on brake dust 
and is perfect for cleaning 
road grime and old silicone 
from tyres. Wheel King is 
effective for the removal of 
red dirt.

TRUCKSTEAM

A versatile high strength 
cleaner ideally suited for 
use as an alkaline wheel 
cleaner. Trucksteam 
removes brake dust, 
grease and oils from 
mag wheels, and easily 
dissolves road grime 
and old silicone from 
tyres.   Trucksteam’s high 
strength formula and high 
dilution economy makes 
it the ideal choice for high 
volume users. W
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DEWAXERS

 

DEWAXER 
SOFT WAX CO- POLYMER

TWR Steam
Safe T Strip

G101 

Safe T Strip
G101 

Plus 10
Wax Attack

PLUS 10: A high strength hydrocarbon solvent-based dewaxer formulated for hydrocarbon ( soft ) wax removal. 
Soft wax, often brown in colour is regularly used to protect agricultural, heavy machinery and vehicles 
from corrosion and surface damage during importation. When removing soft wax, sponge or pre-
spray Plus 10 over affected area allow to dwell for a minute, agitate with a broom or sponge then 
remove with a pressure washer. 

WAX ATTACK: Wax Attack is an economical hydrocarbon solvent-based used for hydrocarbon (soft wax) removal. 
Wax Attack dissolves a diverse range of waxes and is often a problem solver when dealing with 
different forms of wax. Sponge or pre-spray Wax Attack over affected area allow to dwell for a 
minute, agitate with a broom or sponge then remove with a pressure washer

TWR STEAM: Low-odour, slow evaporative hydrocarbon solvent-based soft wax remover, which can be applied 
manually by sponge or spray method, however, more ideally dispensed through a hot pressure 
washer using a venturi pickup. TWR Steam’s low evaporation and high flash point makes it safer to 
use around sources of potential ignition. 

G101: G101 is a water-based dewaxer which can be applied by sponge or spray method, however, more 
ideally dispensed through a hot pressure washer using a venturi pickup. G101 can effectively be 
used for some dewaxing applications on co-polymer hard wax removal.  

SAFE T STRIP: Extremely effective co-polymer hard wax remover which will not harm paintwork, trim or glass. Safe 
T Strip can be applied by sponge or spray method, however, more ideally dispensed through a hot 
pressure washer using a venturi pickup. Highly dilutable, Safe T Strip is an economical product for 
high volume users for removing co-polymer hard wax. 

BIOCIDAL CLEANER:

AutoSmart’s range of dewaxers have been designed to work easily, safely and effectively - whether you need 
to remove hard or soft wax coatings. Your choice of product depends on the type of wax and how you choose 
to apply the dewaxer.
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BIOCIDAL CLEANER:

QUATTRO: A non-tainting Quaternary Ammonium Cation (QAC) based terminal disinfectant, designed for 
use food and food transport industry. Quattro is an odourless broad-spectrum biocide that has 
been tested to BS1276 and BS1650 standards (yeast), passes EN 1276:2009, EN 1650:2008 and 
B.S 6471 (@100:1 dilution) disinfection standards. Quattro is used as a spray and wipe or via 
immersion or fogging in light-duty applications. Quattro is also suitable for use as a boot wash. 

TRIPLE: A powerful caustic-based detergent for heavy-duty applications, such as the removal of fats and 
burnt-on residues. Triple is a safe biocidal cleaner for use in food processing areas and cargo 
areas of food transportation vehicles. Triple can be used manually or applied using a foam lance, 
high-pressure washer or spray.

Transport companies involved in food transportation have very specific cleaning needs and are required 
to meet the stringent guidelines set out by the Food Authority. To satisfy these needs, we have a range of 
specialist “food-safe” products which act as biocidal agents destroying bacteria. Each product in the range 
has been independently tested by consulting scientists against all common food poisoning bacteria, including 
Salmonella, Listeria, E-Coli, and Staphylococci.

A Multipurpose biocidal agent designed for use in the food industry. Biocidal Cleaner cleans, 
degreases and sanitises all hard surfaces and is effective against a wide variety of bacteria, 
moulds, and fungi. Biocidal Cleaner is tested to BS1276 and BS1650 standards (yeast), passes 
EN 1276:2009, EN 1650:2008. Biocidal Cleaner effectively removes food residues and disinfects 
in one application. Biocidal Cleaner can be used manually or applied using a foam lance, high-
pressure washer or spray.

Autosmart Australia
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Congo is a safe and effective product for 
removing concrete, cement, grout, quarry 

dust, and limescale and is the perfect choice 
for customers that want to remove concrete or 

cement from expensive or delicate equipment and 
those concerned with Health & Safety. 

It is safer and more pleasant to use than traditional 
acids that are used for concrete cleaning. It is extremely 

safe on a wide range of surfaces, such as paint, glass, 
plastics, rubber, and metals, unlike strong acid products, 

which can cause corrosion.

CONGO

DEGREASER / CLEANER

High strength alkaline TFR designed with tough 
cleaning power for removing grease and heavy 

soiling. TW66 is ideally used for degreasing chassis and 
engines and for cleaning plant and heavy machinery.  

TW66 is easy rinsing and gives unbeatable performance.

•  Tough cleaning power for stubborn traffic film
•  Advanced formulation cuts through grease and oil

•  Ideal for chassis, engines, plant & machinery
•  Biodegradable, solvent and phosphate-free

TW66

WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES

ODOUR ELIMINATOR

Pear Drops is a concentrated neutraliser, 
instantly effective at eliminating lingering odours 

in dustbin, drain and kitchen areas. As Pear Drops 
activates, it removes those lingering smells, leaving 

a pleasant long-lasting fragrance. Pear Drops is ideal 
for use in waste management centres for the removal 

of cigarette smells and general rubbish odour from waste 
bins. Pear Drops can be used in fogging machines in refuse 

and sewage treatment centres. 

PEAR DROPS

SPECIALITY CLEANERS

18
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BUFFABLE FLOOR CLEANER

Citrus Coach Clean is a non-slip, buffable cleaner 
that is perfect for coach floors, as well as hard 

floors found in offices, showrooms, washrooms, 
and work areas. Citrus Coach Clean is diluted with 

warm water, mopped onto the desired surface, then 
buffed to a non-slip high shine finish. 

•  Powerfully cleans and disinfects
•  Suitable for all types of floor surface

•  Buffs to give a non-slip shine

CITRUS COACH CLEAN

CHEWING GUM, GRAFITTI  
& LABEL REMOVER

Jelsol is a powerful aerosol cleaner ideal for the 
removal of chewing gum, graffiti and adhesives. 

Jelsol is dispensed as a gel which allows for a longer 
dwell time. Jelsol will easily cut through sticker 

adhesive residue, dissolve chewing gum and remove 
graffiti & permanent marker from hard surfaces. 

•  Removes chewing gum & graffiti easily
•  Safe for use on most surfaces

•  Silicone free

•  Ideal for label/sticker removal

JELSOL

RAIL INDUSTRY

AutoSmart’s Stainless Steel Cleaner is a 
mild, highly effective acid-based cleaner used 

primarily to remove tea staining from stainless 
steel surfaces. Stainless Steel Cleaner will also 

remove rust staining from all metal and hard 
surfaces.   

•  High cling gel formula 

• Powerfully cleans and removes staining  

•  Removes scum line staining on marine vehicles. 

• Ideal for all stainless steel components & surfaces

STAINLESS STEEL
CLEANER

GRAFFITI  REMOVER

Graffiti Remover highly effective non-flammable 
non-corrosive graffiti remover which is safe to be 

used on most surfaces. Graffiti Remover will easily 
remove heavy graffiti without affecting the underlying 

finish on powder coat, business signage, painted bricks 
and concrete. AutoSmart’s Graffiti Remover breaks down 

graffiti forming an emulsion which is easily rinsed away with 
a high-pressure washer.

GRAFFITI ELIMINATOR

Autosmart Australia

Product Guide
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TARDIS

A strong, fast-acting hydrocarbon solvent-
based tar and glue remover. Easily dissolves 
bitumen, glue residues, tree sap, and oil-based 
contaminants. Tardis emulsifies in water 
making it easy to rinse. Safe on rubbers and 
painted surfaces. 

PLUS 10
A high strength hydrocarbon solvent-based 
degreaser and tar remover. Plus 10 easily 
dissolves tar and bitumen based contaminants 
and is safe for use on all exterior surfaces.  Plus 
10 contains rust inhibitors and will not affect 
painted surfaces or rubbers. 

A multi-purpose hydrocarbon-based solvent cleaner 
designed to dissolve tar, sap, grease, and underseal 
from cars. Prepwash is also ideal for removing wax 
residues of hydrocarbon soft wax used in the vehicle 
transportation industry.

PREPWASH

Wax Attack is an economical hydrocarbon 
solvent-based tar and glue remover. Wax 
Attack effectively removes tar and bitumen 
based contaminants from all exterior hard 
surfaces. Wax Attack will not affect painted 
surfaces or rubbers.

WAX ATTACK

EXTERIOR CLEANERS

FALLOUT REMOVER: Contains a mild organic acid compound designed to dissolve and remove ferrous and 
metal based fallout from exterior vehicle surfaces. Spray Fallout Remover onto surface, 
allow product to dwell, then remove with a pressure washer. Fallout Remover is safe on 
paint, trim and glass, yet rapidly dissolves metal-based fallout.

RED 7: Red 7 is a pH neutral fallout remover designed to electrostatically encapsulate and 
alleviate ferrous based metal deposits from all exterior surfaces. Red 7 is also used as a 
safe wheel cleaner which will not damage chrome and anodised rims. When applied, Red 
7 oxidises the metal deposits, this reaction forms a purple oxide which acts as a guide for 
identifying which areas have been decontaminated. Red 7 is safe for all surfaces including 
paint, rubber, plastic, aluminium, polished alloy, and carbon fibre.

OVERSPRAY BAR / 

CLOTH / MITT / PAD:

Autosmart sell a full range of overspray removal bars, cloths, and pads. Our overspray 
removal range comes in fine, medium and coarse grade. Perfect for the removal of all 
fallout and overspray. 
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JET MPC: A low hazard multi-purpose cleaner with tough cleaning strength containing a pleasant 
mint fragrance. Jet MPC will not whiten aluminium or soft plastics and is great for use on 
motorcycles and ATV’s.  Jet MPC is designed for companies that require a non-damaging 
strong multi purpose cleaner or want a low hazard cleaner to satisfy Work Health & Safety 
requirements.

JET DEGREASER: A low hazard high strength degreaser great for use on wheels, removing baked-on grease and 
oils from engines, chassis, and transmissions. Jet Degreaser is brilliant at removing organic 
matter such as dirt and mud on all off-road equipment such as motorcycles and ATVs and 
can be used as an exterior pre-spray. Jet Degreaser is designed for companies that require a 
non-damaging strong degreaser/cleaner or want a low hazard cleaner to satisfy Work Health 
& Safety requirements.

TRUCKSTEAM: Trucksteam is a versatile high strength degreaser used by mechanics as an engine bay 
degreaser and floor cleaner. Trucksteam is used in the vehicle maintenance industry to 
clean wheels, engine bays and used as a general traffic film remover, easily cutting through 
baked-on dirt, grease, and oils. Trucksteam is an ideal degreaser for mechanical workshops, 
carwash’s, heavy vehicle, mining, heavy machinery, and transport industries. 

G101: G101 is an excellent multi-purpose cleaner used in vehicle maintenance and detailing industry. 
G101 is strong enough to clean floors, wheels and degrease engine bays, whilst being safe for 
use on painted surfaces and interiors. G101 is ideally used as a pre-spray or to clean interior 
carpets, head linings, door jambs, fabrics, and interior dash’s.

PREPWASH: A multi-purpose hydrocarbon-based solvent cleaner designed to dissolve tar, sap and 
adhesive. Prepwash can be used to remove hydrocarbon soft wax used in the vehicle 
transportation industry, and as a surface preperation solvent in the panel industry.

AutoSmart has an extensive range of specialist exterior cleaners designed to satisfy the different requirements 
of the vehicle cleaning industry. We have cleaners for every job - from specialist washing through to wheel 
cleaning and tar removal. Our product’s are designed for every surface - from plastics to metals.

 ENVIROCLEAN: A 100% biodegradable and quick break formulation, Enviro Clean is low hazard non-caustic 
multi-purpose interior cleaner that is safe on all interior finishes. Enviro Clean will safely 
remove heavy soiling from dash’s, door jambs, carpets, fabric seats, and leather. 

Autosmart Australia

Product Guide
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DRESSINGS
AQUASHINE: An all-round water-based dressing that produces a high gloss shine on vinyl trim, rubbers, 

and tyres. Aquashine is silicone-free and panel shop safe. 

ARMOURPLUS: Highly concentrated water-based vinyl dressing and plastics restorer. ArmourPlus 
provides a high gloss shine to interior dash, plastics, and trims, whilst giving protection 
against UV damage. Highly concentrated, designed to be diluted for maximum economy.   

AUTOBLACK: Bitumen based paint for coating chassis’, providing protection from rust and stone chips. 
Autoblack can be used as a water and weather resistant tyre paint for external black 
rubber, giving excellent coverage and high gloss finish. Ideal for marked or scuffed rubber.

EASY SHEEN: Premium grade, professional hydrocarbon solvent-based silicone tyre dressing. Easy 
Sheen can be sprayed or brushed onto tyres and exterior plastic trims, giving a long-
lasting, high gloss shine and protection.   

ARMOURGLOW: A water-based dressing containing silicone emulsion for both protecting and rejuvenating 
interior vinyl, rubber, and plastic. Armourglow can be diluted if a softer low sheen finish is 
required. Armourglow is solvent-free and non-flammable.

ENGINE & TYRE 

DRESSING:

A long-life tyre & engine lacquer dressing which leaves a dry finish. Designed for good 
condition tyres, rubber and for dressing both plastics and metal surfaces in engine bays. 
Engine and Tyre Dressing is non-yellowing and is oil, heat and weather resistant. Also 
suitable as a long life lacquer dressing for bumpers.

 HIGH STYLE NON-

SILICONE:

A hydrocarbon solvent-based non-silicone dressing designed for use on tyres and all 
exterior plastic and rubber trims. Highstyle Non-Silicone leaves a long-lasting high gloss 
weather resistant finish on tyres, vinyl, and plastics. Silicone-free and panel shop safe.

PROMENADE: A floor sealer/polish for use on plastic, rubber and decorative floor coverings, leaving a 
bright, non-slip, non-yellowing shine, which is resistant to scuffs and scratches. Promenade 
is widely used to seal rubber flooring in coaches and buses. Perfect to rejuvenate dull 
rubber floor mats.

RUBBER DRESSING: An economical exterior rubber and plastics dressing which both cleans and restores all 
rubber and trims to an “as new” appearance. Silicone and solvent-free, Rubber Dressing 
can be used as a tyre and exterior trim dressing in paint and panel shops.

SHINE ON: Shine On is a non-tacky dash and trim dressing that will restore your interior trim back 
to its as-new appearance. Non-silicone and solvent-free, Shine On is ideal for use in paint 
and panel shops.

TANGO: A versatile dressing that cleans and shines in one action. Tango is ideally used 
as a cleaner dressing for door jambs, boots and bonnet areas, and great interior 
dash dressing. Tango will break down grease, dirt, and oils, then when wiped 
clean, produce a shiny non tacky finish.  

TRIM SHINE: A thick exterior gel dressing. A super, weather resistant, rejuvenating dressing 
for exterior trim & tyres. Highly concentrated for economical use. 
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rubbers and tyres.  Silicone Dressing contains the highest silicone level of all our exterior 
dressings. 

TREADS: Treads is a water-based paint designed to coat chassis’ and rubber. Treads can be applied 
through a spray gun or brushed on. When applied, Treads will dry to a matt/satin finish.  

VINYL SHIELD: Instantly rejuvenates exterior plastic and vinyl, leaving a non-sticky, long-lasting, as-new 
finish. Vinyl Shield provides a weather-proof coating that repels water. Silicone-free, Vinyl 
shield is panel shop safe.

DASH DANDY: An aerosol dressing, which applies a clear dry finish for that original showroom look. 
Contains plasticiser to maintain the suppleness of vinyl dashboards and trim. Ideal for 
use around delicate electronic devices like touch  screens. 

SILICONE SPRAY: An aerosol dressing for rejuvenating vinyl, rubbers, and plastic trims to a medium to high 
gloss shine. Silicone Spray is available in berry, starburst and bubble gum fragrances. 

SMART DASH: Aerosol dressing that instantly restores the appearance of interior trim. Use on wood, 
vinyl, chrome, bumpers. Silicone free, Smart Dash is ideal for use in paint and panel shops. 

TYRE DANDY: An aerosol tyre foam which is the fastest way to clean and restore colour to tyres. Leaves 
a durable, waterproof high sheen finish, typically 20-30 tyres from one aerosol.

STARDUST: Aerosol polish and dressing, ideal for paintwork, chrome, glass and wood laminates. 
Excellent for quickly removing fingerprints and blemishes and for fine detailing around 
trim and badges, where conventional products leave a white residue. Brilliant fast wax 
cleaner for motorcycles.
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TRIM ULTRA: Long-lasting plastic, vinyl and rubber dressing containing curing polymers. Trim Ultra 
instantly rejuvenates exterior plastic and vinyl, leaving a non-sticky long-lasting as new 
look finish.
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THE RADIANCE RANGE Our premium range of select products for 

your carwash systems.

PRE-SOAK MOUSSE

LOW PH PRE-SOAK

WHAT IS RADIANCE?
The Radiance range was created for the business operator who believes the customer’s 

washing experience to be integral to their business success. Autosmart’s Radiance range 
has been scientifically designed to a high concentration, low cost per wash, whilst having 
the added appeal of brightly coloured dyes and pleasant scents enhancing customer 
appeal. 

We incorporate the knowledge learned from 40 years of successful operation into all 
our products and Radiance is no exception providing unrivalled performance, customer 
experience, quality and value for money.

Pre-Soak Mousse is highly concentrated, high foaming alkaline Pre-Soak designed for use in a 
manual bay and through automatic wash application. Pre-Soak Mousse applies a thick foam layer 
that deeply cleans and removes traffic film. Pre-Soak Mousse is bright red in colour and has a 
pleasant fragrance boosting customer appeal.

A Low pH Pre-Soak is designed to remove calcium and mineral based contaminants, which aren’t 
typically removed with a single alkaline pre-soak pass in an automatic touch free carwash. Low 
pH Pre-Soak is a highly concentrated cleaner, with a pleasant floral scent added for enhanced 
customer appeal. Low pH Pre-Soak is also highly effective at removing metal fallout. 

Tip: Combine Pre-Soak Mousse with Low pH Pre-Soak as a two-pass pre-Soak in a touch-free carwash 
machine for a premium clean.     
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AIR FRESHENERS

Smell is directly connected to the emotive parts of our brain. Bad smells and malodours can 
directly impact your mood and how you feel. For this reason, AutoSmart has created a full range 
of air fresheners and sanitisers. 

AUTOFRESH: A long-lasting air freshener to eliminate stale odours. Autofresh will not stain 
or mark vehicle interiors. Available in a variety of fragrances including; Berry, 
Ice, New Car, and Vanilla - plus, we are always developing new and exciting 
scents! 

BIOBRISK: Bio-Brisk is an enzyme-based cleaner designed to breakdown organic material 
like milk, blood, vomit, urine, and food-based materials. These organic materials 
form the food source for bacterial growth, these bacterial growths are what 
cause the malodours. Bio-Brisk catalyses the break down of these organic 
materials eliminating the food source for bacterial growth.

BLAST: A range of aerosol air fresheners with a unique nozzle that releases the product 
in a blast of freshness. Available in Berry, Cool, Bubble Gum, Designer, and 
Passion. As with the Autofresh range, we are always developing new scents for 
you to try!

PEAR DROPS: Pear Drops is a concentrated odour neutraliser, which is instantly effective 
at eliminating lingering odours in dustbin, drains, and kitchen areas. As Pear 
Drops activates, it removes lingering smells, leaving a pleasant long-lasting 
fragrance. 

FRESHENERS: Hanging air fresheners shaped in our AutoSmart custom logo. Available in four 
pleasant fragrances.
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RADIANCE
BY

AUSTRALIA

RADIANCE

ODOUR FIX: Autofresh Odour Fix delivers a pleasant apple scent containing zinc ricinoleate 
Zn(Ri)2, an odour absorber designed to encapsulate, retain and eliminate 
malodours. Odour Fix keeps the vehicle smelling fresh for longer. 

ODOUR 

ELIMINATOR:

Blast Odour Eliminator is pleasantly fragranced and contains a silver biocide 
that actively binds to the cell walls of bacteria, destroying and killing the odour 
causing bacteria. When dispensed Odour Eliminator applies a coating of the 
silver biocide within the vehicle which directly prevents bacteria regrowth.

AROMATEK

Unique to AutoSmart. Aromatek is a safe and permanent 
method to eliminate malodours, such as cigarette smoke, 
animal smells or food smells. It also refreshes stale interiors 
and is particularly effective at putting back an “as new” 
smell into leather interiors. 

AIR FLOW UNIT: This is used in conjunction with the cartridges to create the dry vapour. Fits easily in 
to vehicle footwell and is easy to operate.

NEUTROX CARTRIDGE: A blend of 32 natural essential oils, which neutralise and permanently eliminate 
odours, including those trapped deep inside seats and head linings.

FRAGRANCE CARTRIDGE: Available in lemon, orchard, vanilla, neutral and leather fragrances. Designed to 
refresh the vehicle interior, leaving a pleasant fragrance.
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FLOOR CLEANERS

CITRUS COACH 

CLEAN:

Buffable floor cleaner with a tangy citrus fragrance. 
Suitable for all types of flooring throughout offices, 
showrooms, washrooms and work areas. After 
application and dirt is removed, Citrus Coach Clean 
can be buffed to a non-slip shine. Ideal on rubber 
floors in bus and coaches. 

FLOORSMART 

CLEANSE:

A heavy-duty, low foaming floor cleaner designed 
for both manual and machine use.  Floorsmart 
Cleanse is highly concentrated and performs where 
other detergents fail, cutting effortlessly through 
grease and fats. 

G101: An excellent multi-purpose non-caustic cleaner. 
G101 is especially effective on hard surfaces, floors, 
painted surfaces, and areas where heavy grease is 
a problem. G101 is highly concentrated and lifts 
marks and contaminants which most cleaners will 
not touch. 

PROMENADE: A floor sealer/polisher for use on plastic and decorative floor coverings, leaving a bright, 
non-slip, non-yellowing shine, which is resistant to scuffs and scratches. Promenade is 
ideal for sealing rubber floors in buses and coaches. 
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Our range of janitorial products ideal for cleaning 

kitchens, bathrooms, offices, etc.
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AUTOFRESH: A variety of pleasant, long-lasting fragrances to eliminate stale odours. Available in 
‘Blast’ aerosol or bulk.

BIOBRISK: A specialist biological cleaner and deodouriser. Bio Brisk digests soiling such as oil, 
protein, and fat. Ideal for fabrics or carpets, blocked sinks and drains. Safely removes 
all biological soiling and odours including milk, blood, urine, and vomit. It is also very 
effective on tobacco odours.

BIOCIDAL CLEANER: A medium-duty cleaner and sanitiser. Effective against a wide range of bacteria, moulds, 
and fungi. Use through a pressure washer or pre-spray to safely wash down chemical 
toilets or use to sanitise cargo areas of food transport vehicles.

BRISK LOW FOAM: Concentrated luxury upholstery and fabric shampoo, containing fabric brighteners, 
conditioners, anti-static agents, and biocides. Brisk Low Foam is designed to clean and 
restore the appearance of upholstery and fabrics, whilst leaving a clean “fresh” smell.  
Available in aerosol and bulk for manual or machine use.

20/20: A high performance foaming aerosol glass cleaner with non-drip, quick break foam for 
a squeaky-clean and smear-free result.  

SMART GLASS: High strength premium quality sprayable glass cleaner. Smart Glass is the fastest way 
to clean glass, easily cutting through contaminants producing a clear smear-free finish. 
Ammonia free.

STARDUST: Aerosol polish, which is ideal on vinyl, chrome and wood laminates. Excellent in the car 
showroom for polishing desks, or to remove fingerprints from cars. Excellent as a non-
slip all over dressing for motorbikes.   

LAUNDRY POWDER: Concentrated powder suitable for all machines.

PAN DANDY: A highly concentrated dishwashing liquid with a strong citrus scent. Highly effective in 
cutting through grease and dried-on food residues, whilst remaining kind to hands.

PEAR DROPS: Pear Drops is a concentrated neutraliser, instantly effective at eliminating lingering 
odours in dustbin, drain and kitchen areas. As Pear Drops activates, it removes those 
lingering smells leaving a pleasant long-lasting fragrance. 

DISINFECTANT: Industrial strength disinfectant, effective against the most common bacterial organisms.  
Economical in use, available in pine, lemon and eucalyptus fragrances.

SENTRY: Powerful acid-based toilet cleaner, which removes limescale and kills germs above and 
below the waterline. Safe for use on stainless steel.

SINK, TAP & TILE: Excellent smelling general-purpose washroom cleaner. Sanitises and cleans sink and 
toilet areas in one operation, killing odour-producing bacteria. It also removes limescale 
from fittings leaving them sparkling clean.

CLEANERS, DISINFECTANTS & POLISHES
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THE RADIANCE RANGE Our premium range of select products for 

your carwash systems.

PRE-SOAK MOUSSE

LOW PH PRE-SOAK

WHAT IS RADIANCE?
The Radiance range was created for the business operator who believes the customer’s 

washing experience to be integral to their business success. Autosmart’s Radiance range 
has been scientifically designed to a high concentration, low cost per wash, whilst having 
the added appeal of brightly coloured dyes and pleasant scents enhancing customer 
appeal. 

We incorporate the knowledge learned from 40 years of successful operation into all 
our products and Radiance is no exception providing unrivalled performance, customer 
experience, quality and value for money.

Pre-Soak Mousse is highly concentrated, high foaming alkaline Pre-Soak designed for use in a 
manual bay and through automatic wash application. Pre-Soak Mousse applies a thick foam layer 
that deeply cleans and removes traffic film. Pre-Soak Mousse is bright red in colour and has a 
pleasant fragrance boosting customer appeal.

A Low pH Pre-Soak is designed to remove calcium and mineral based contaminants, which aren’t 
typically removed with a single alkaline pre-soak pass in an automatic touch free carwash. Low 
pH Pre-Soak is a highly concentrated cleaner, with a pleasant floral scent added for enhanced 
customer appeal. Low pH Pre-Soak is also highly effective at removing metal fallout. 

Tip: Combine Pre-Soak Mousse with Low pH Pre-Soak as a two-pass pre-Soak in a touch-free carwash 
machine for a premium clean.     
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AIR FRESHENERS

Smell is directly connected to the emotive parts of our brain. Bad smells and malodours can 
directly impact your mood and how you feel. For this reason, AutoSmart has created a full range 
of air fresheners and sanitisers. 

AUTOFRESH: A long-lasting air freshener to eliminate stale odours. Autofresh will not stain 
or mark vehicle interiors. Available in a variety of fragrances including; Berry, 
Ice, New Car, and Vanilla - plus, we are always developing new and exciting 
scents! 

BIOBRISK: Bio-Brisk is an enzyme-based cleaner designed to breakdown organic material 
like milk, blood, vomit, urine, and food-based materials. These organic materials 
form the food source for bacterial growth, these bacterial growths are what 
cause the malodours. Bio-Brisk catalyses the break down of these organic 
materials eliminating the food source for bacterial growth.

BLAST: A range of aerosol air fresheners with a unique nozzle that releases the product 
in a blast of freshness. Available in Berry, Cool, Bubble Gum, Designer, and 
Passion. As with the Autofresh range, we are always developing new scents for 
you to try!

PEAR DROPS: Pear Drops is a concentrated neutraliser, instantly effective at eliminating 
lingering odours in dustbin, drain, and kitchen areas. As Pear drops activates, it 
removes lingering smells, leaving a pleasant long-lasting fragrance. 

FRESHENERS: Hanging air fresheners shaped in our AutoSmart custom logo. Available in four 
pleasant fragrances.

NEUTROX CARTRIDGE:

ALCOHOL SURFACE

SANITISERS / CLEANERS
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BIO

BLAST:

A sprayable disinfectant and sanitiser in a convenient aerosol form with unique 
high discharge nozzle. Triple action formula contains three powerful biocides 
proven effective against a wide range of pathogens including enveloped virus 
such as COVID-19. Fortified with nano Silver particles to leave surfaces with 
a protective biostatic film. Fresh mint fragrance. Blast nozzle for quick and 
easy application. Proven effective to BS EN 14476 against enveloped viruses, 
including coronavirus.

BIO

FOGGER:

Bio Fogger is a convenient, one shot total release solution to quickly and easily 
sanitise vehicle interiors and enclosed spaces. Triple action formula contains 
three powerful biocides proven effective against a wide range of pathogens 
including enveloped viruses such as COVID-19. Fortified with nano Silver 
particles to leave surfaces with a protective biostatic film. Fresh mint fragrance. 
Total Release nozzle design for fast use.

BIO

SPRAY:

A sprayable disinfectant and sanitiser in a convenient aerosol form. Triple 
action formula contains three powerful biocides proven effective against a 
wide range of pathogens including enveloped virus such as COVID-19. Fortified 
with nano Silver particles to leave surfaces with a protective biostatic film. 
Fresh mint fragrance. Aerosol nozzle for easy application to surfaces. Proven 
effective to BS EN 14476 against enveloped viruses, including Coronavirus.
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RADIANCE

NEUTROX CARTRIDGE:

ALCOHOL SURFACE

SANITISER:

Autofresh Odour Fix delivers a pleasant apple scent containing zinc ricinoleate 
Zn(Ri)2, an odour absorber designed to encapsulate, retain and eliminate 
malodours. Odour Fix keeps the vehicle smelling fresh for longer. 

BIOCIAL AIR

CONDITIONER 

SANITISER:

Blast Odour Eliminator is pleasantly fragranced and contains a silver biocide 
that actively binds to the cell walls of bacteria, destroying and killing the odour 
causing bacteria. When dispensed, Odour Eliminator applies a coating of the 
silver biocide within the vehicle which directly prevents bacteria regrowth.
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SMART

HANDS:

Fast drying alcohol based hand sanitiser, rapidly evaporates, leaving hands dry 
with no residue. Moisturising, fragrance free formulation. 

QUATTRO: A non-tainting QAC based terminal disinfectant that is tested to BS1276 and 
BS1650 (yeast). Quattro can also be used as a spray and wipe, in light duty 
applications. Quattro is also suitable for use as a bootwash.

BIOCIDAL

CLEANER:

An alkaline detergent and sanitiser tested to BS1276 and BS1650 (yeast). 
Biocidal Cleaner effectively removes food residues and disinfects in one 
application. Biocidal Cleaner can be used manually or applied using a foam 
lance, high pressure washer or spray.
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Our premium range of select products for 

your workshop.
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BATTERY TERMINAL

 PROTECTOR:

Features a thick blue formulation that is designed to create a protective 
long-lasting film over battery terminals, aiding them against corrosion. 

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

TRUCKSTEAM: A versatile degreaser that is ideally used as an engine bay cleaner, easily 
cutting through baked-on dirt, grease, and oils. Trucksteam’s alkaline 
formula can be diluted for economy, and easily cuts through traffic film 
and grease, and is easily rinsed leaving a clean surface. Trucksteam is 
often used as a floor cleaner for both manual and machine use. 

BRAKE CLUTCH & 

ELECTRICAL CLEANER:

Rapidly removes dirt, oil, and grease from brakes, clutches and electrics. 
Evaporates completely after use. “Wets out” brake  dust for safe removal.  
Available in aerosol or bulk.

FUEL & INJECTOR CLEANER: An aerosol that cleans accumulated deposits from carburetors, fuel- injection 
systems, and automatic chokes. Also suitable for catalytic converters.

CLEAR VIEW: Multi-purpose screen wash concentrate. Removes bug squash, traffic film, 
and dirt without smearing the windscreen.

G101: An excellent multi-purpose cleaner and great all-rounder. Especially 
effective on hard surfaces, particularly when cleaning workshop floors. 
G101 will easily cut through grease and oil leaving a dry, non-slip finish. 
Perfect for cleaning kitchens, bathrooms, showrooms, and tiled floors

WAX ATTACK: A hydrocarbon-based solvent degreaser which effectively removes fresh 
grease and oils spills from engines, chassis’, and transmissions. When 
applied, Wax Attack degreases then quickly dries. Wax Attack is ideal for 
washtubs and general parts cleaning.  

ZINC GALVA: A zinc primer coating which prevents corrosion of newly welded fittings. 
Extremely durable and heat resistant. Ideal for chassis’ modification or 
repairs. Quick and easy to apply.

WORKSHOP
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LUBRICANTS

COPPER HI-TEMP 

LUBRICANT:

Temperature resistant grease containing a high level of copper. Copper Hi 
Temp can be used to prevent bolts from seizing and used as a lube where 
high temperatures are experienced. Ideal for wheel stud lubrication, spark 
plug threads, brake caliper slides, brake adjusters and all exhaust and turbo 
work.

LUBRICE: A long-lasting, anti-fling spray grease lubricant with PTFE. Lubrice penetrates 
like an oil and sets like a grease protecting against corrosion. Ideal for clutch 
and brake cables, chains, check straps, wire ropes, bearings, hinges, and 
lock mechanisms. Produces a high lubricity film with excellent anti-fling 
properties. Brilliant for loosening corroded bolts and fittings. 

MECHOIL: Superior 4 in 1 lubricant and penetrant, which protects against corrosion. 
Removes moisture from electrics. Invaluable when wet engines won’t start or 
to protect trailer lights from the effects of damp weather. Available in aerosol 
or bulk.

MULTILUBE: Multilube is an advanced synthetic lubricant containing PTFE. Multilube 
adheres strongly to surfaces, reducing fling, and forms a waterproof barrier 
to prevent lubricant washout and corrosion. Perfect for use as a dry lube on 
sunroof runners, door hinges, side skirt runners and stopping squeaking on 

SILICONE LUBRICANT: An effective lubricant for rubbers and plastics. Used for all-round lubrication 
of hinges, window channels, winding mechanisms, steering columns and 
rubber bushes, as well as eliminating dashboard squeaks. Anti-static & non-
staining, Silicone Lubricant lubricates & protects plastics, vinyl, and prevents 
rubber seals from sticking. Great for lubricating bushes and rubber ball joints 
when locating them into arms.

WHITE GREASE: A premium grease lubricant that is clean and effective maintenance grease. 
Excellent for hinges, catches and for parts that are being reassembled. Non-
drip with excellent adhesion. Use on D-shackles, suspension components, 
chains, linkages, bearings, cams, runners & cables. 

We have developed our workshop range in close consultation with industry professionals. Every 
product is always high quality and offers excellent value. We carry a wide range workshop chemicals, 
aerosol lubricants and accessories in our mobile showrooms - ask for a demonstration next time 
you’re on board!
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TORQUE 

FIXING AND ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

Torque by AutoSmart a is service provided by your AutoSmart franchisee where we top up and maintain all your 
nuts, bolts, clips, and fittings used in your daily business operation. When buying one of our Torque grab kits you 
purchase a life-long service commitment from AutoSmart, we will maintain and top up all the specific stock items 
within this grab kit, taking the stress out of inventory management.

AutoSmart produce grab kits specific to all markets within the automotive industry including mechanics, caravan 
sales and service, agricultural sales, heavy industrial, used cars market, paint, and panel industry. We have a kit for 
all industries.

The full range of Torque fasteners are the highest quality fittings on the market, with many kits containing factory 
made brand specific items. Torque kits are regularly reviewed to ensure the clips, fittings and fasteners you are 
purchasing are still relevant and that kits have no redundant items. 

Next time you’re on the showroom ask your AutoSmart franchisee to show their display of kits or have a look 
through our 109 page catalogue for all kits specific to your requirements. 
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To simplify re-ordering, we have unique order-
 ing codes for each item.  This simplistic method
 makes  re-ordering fast, simple and ensures you
precisely receive the parts you need
   
 Deliveries can be made directly to your door,  or
 delivered via our franchisees when they make
their routine visit’s. All parts are available in ei-
ther the kit refill size or bulk sizes
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THE SMART CHOICE

FOR FIXING COMPONENTS & 

ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT
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V 1039: Flange head bolt kit

V 1037: Rubber “O” ring kit

V 1003: Plastic scrivet push retainer kit

V 1020: Self tapper kit. Available in 

V 1011P: Plastic rivets kit. Stainless steel and aluminium/steel also available

V 1022: Sump washer kit. Sump plug kit also available

V 1001: Flat & spring washer kit. Also available in stainless steel and heavy duty

V 1015: Metal thread screws kit. Also available in countersunk and stainless steel

V 1014: Nyloc nut kit. Also available in Stainless steel

V 1035: Rubber grommet kit

V 1030: Copper washer kit

CABLE TIES: High quality, UV resistant nylon cable ties in various sizes

OVER 70 SMARTKITS AND COUNTING. OUR TOP 15 KITS INCLUDE

V 1025: Manifold stud kit.

V 1003: Toyota plastics kit

V 1002: Xmas tree trim clip kit

V 1040: Grease nipple kit
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Our premium range of select products for 

your carwash systems.

WHAT IS RADIANCE?

HAND CARE
Hands have a hard time coping with the rigours servicing the transport industry. Our range of 
heavy-duty hand cleaners have been designed to effectively remove the dirt associated with 
transport, yet be kind to the skin.

COLOUR OFF: Powerful hand cleaner for removing paints, inks, and adhesives. Free 
from harmful solvents and contains soft scrub particles to remove 
ingrained soiling.

EXTRA HANDS: Powerful heavy-duty hand cleaner with a great citrus fragrance. Extra 
Hands is lanolin-free and contains a natural mineral scrub. Non-solvent, 
Extra Hands easily cuts through grease and oils leaving hands feeling 
soft and non-slippery.

HAND & BODY 

SOAP:

A pleasant smelling, gentle, non-allergenic liquid soap. It conditions 
and moisturises skin as it cleans. Solvent-free, Hand and Body Soap is 
designed for general use in customer washrooms. 

HAND 

CLEANSER AB:

Gentle non-allergenic formulation with skin balanced pH for sensitive 
skin. Hand Cleaner AB contains anti-bacterial agents and is ideally used 
in food preparation areas or where bacterial pathogens may be present.

ULTRA GRIT: A coarse high grit hand cleaner containing a natural mineral scrub 
designed to remove heavy-duty grease and oil deposits. Effectively 
removes diesel oil stains. The high grit content abrades away the grease 
without the use of heavy solvents. 

BARRIER CREAM - SUPERHANDS
“The invisible glove”, forms a dirt-repelling barrier to shield the skin against virtually all 
forms of contaminant. Simply rinse away all soiling without having to use chemicals or 
abrasives. Once work is completed apply Super Hands to renourish skin.

HAND SANITISER - SMART HANDS
Fast drying alcohol based hand sanitiser, rapidly evaporates leaving hands dry with no 
residue. Moisturising, fragrance free formulation. 
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LIQUID SOAP: Liquid Soap is a pH balanced soap hand cleaner, perfect for use in office 
toilets, bathrooms and kitchens. Liquid Soap has a pleasant lavender 
scent and lathers to a thick foam.
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GLASS CLEANERS
SMART GLASS: Premium high strength sprayable glass cleaner, which is the fastest 

way to clean glass. Smart Glass’s ammonia and streak-free formulation 
removes road film, insect smear, tobacco & general glass haze.

GLASS GLOW: A heavy-duty powerful cream glass polish. Easy to apply and remove, 
with none of the dusting of inferior formulations. Glass Glow removes 
tough nicotine, crayon & label residues giving fast, smear-free results.

20/20: Our aerosol glass cleaner that when dispensed creates a foam that 
penetrates and lifts contaminants including road film, insect smear, 
tobacco & general glass haze. 20/20 is convenient and fast, giving clean 
smear-free results.

GLASS GLEAM: An economical glass cleaner. The ammonia and streak-free formulation 
removes road film, insect smear, tobacco & general glass haze. 

SCREEN WASH ADDITIVE

TINT REMOVER

CLEAR VIEW: Multi-purpose screenwash concentrate. Removes debris, traffic 
film, and dirt without smearing the windscreen. In winter, Clearview 
clears salt spray and de-ices screens and locks. Protects down to 
-20 degrees Celcius. Will not effect rubbers or wiper blades.

TINT OFF: Simple to use, ammonia-based, tint glue remover. Ideal for fast and 
effective removal of window tinting. Ideal for all glue types.

AMMONIA 

FREE TINT 

REMOVER:

Simple to use ammonia-free tint glue remover. Ideal for fast and 
effective removal of window tinting. Ideal for all glue types.
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Bring the sparkle back to your glass with AutoSmart glass cleaners. Traffic film, 
tobacco residues, and general contaminants combine to form a haze that most 
standard glass cleaners struggle to remove. This haze is no challenge for AutoSmart, 
even the most stubborn or baked-on bug squash is easily removed by AutoSmart glass 
cleaners. All of our glass cleaners are ammonia-free, ensuring that they are safe on 
tint, interior trim and for the operator.

GLASS CLEANERS
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THE EVO RANGE The Autosmart Evo range of compounding products.

Evo 6 is the heavyweight in the Evo range, being ideal for heavy renovation work 
including deep scratching and flatting paint correction. Evo 6 is the ideal choice when 
buffing heavily oxidised paint,  fibreglass, and gel coat finishes. 
Evo 6 is also ideal for working with fibreglass and other marine-based applications that 
require heavy cutting.

EVO 6

HEAVY CUT

EVO ULTRA
Evo Ultra is a fine abrasive compound for the permanent removal of holograms and 
swirl marks. Evo Ultra contains homogenised micro polishing abrasives designed to 
produce a high gloss finish on all paint finishes, leaving a deep wet look. Evo Ultra  is 
ideal for use of dark coloured finishes and is water-based for easy clean-up.

Ideal for the removal of compound swirls and buffer trails.

ANTI HOLOGRAM

Evo + is a specialised medium grade cutting compound developed with a diminishing abrasive. Evo +  has 
an adaptive cut that turns what previously a 2-3 step correction into a single one-step process. Evo + 
corrects paint to an extremely high gloss, and its water-based formula makes for an easy cleanup.

Evo + contains a higher level of lubrication allowing for higher speed cutting with less risk of surface damage. 

EVO +

ADAPTIVE CUT

Evo 4 is a medium to coarse grade cutting compound ideal for flatting marks, scratching, removal of deep marring 
and also the removal of water/acid etching. Evo 4 is ideal for the correction sanding marks introduced when 
denibbing. Evo 4 corrects paint to a high gloss, and its water-based formula makes for an easy clean-up.

Evo 4 contains less lubricants to allow for heavier cutting, however, can be used with water to increase working 
time.

EVO 4 

COARSE CUT

EQUIPMENT Ask about our range of buff pads and polishers...
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Evo 1 is ideal for fine finishing, hologram and swirl mark removal. Evo 1 easily 
removes fine scratches and surface defects, polishing the surface to a swirl-free 
deep mirror finish.
Perfect for machine or hand use, best used when small surface defects are 
present. Suitable for all paint colours.

EVO 1

Evo 3 is a medium grade cutting compound ideal for flatting marks, scratching, removal of deep marring 
and also the removal of water/acid etching. Evo 3 is ideal for paint correction where denibbing has been 
carried out, correcting paint to a high gloss, and its water-based formula makes for an easy clean-up.

Evo 3 contains less lubricants to allow for heavier cutting, however, can be used with water to increase 
working time.

EVO 3

FINE/LIGHT CUT

MEDIUM CUT

COARSE/HEAVY CUT

Evo 5 is a medium to coarse grade cutting compound ideal for paint correction. This includes flatting marks, 
scratching, removal of deep marring and also the removal of water/acid etching. Ideally used for oxidised 
paint, fibreglass and gel coat finishes and for correcting sanding marks introduced when de-nibbing. Water-
based formula makes for an easy clean-up.

Evo 5 contains less lubricants to allow for heavier cutting, however, can be used with water to increase 
working time.

EVO 5

PRODUCT SELECTION GUIDE
ANTI-HOLOGRAM FINISHING / LIGHT SCRATCH REMOVAL HEAVY / RENOVATION

EVO ULTRA

EVO 1

EVO PLUS

 EVO 3

 EVO 4

EVO 5

EVO 6
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AUTOSMART

VEHICLE POLISH
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The first ‘hybrid’ polish, utilising several different modern polish technologies. Provides a 
deep luxurious shine on all paint finishes, quickly restoring dull and faded paintwork. Topaz 
leaves a long lasting weather shield protective coating whilst being fast and easy to use.

TOPAZ
POLYMER WAX POLISH

A premium wax polish. Quick and easy to use. Platinum’s advanced reactive polymers bond 
to the surface, making it weather resistant & giving a long-lasting, deep shine. Gives a rich 
shine, particularly on tired and faded paintwork.

PLATINUM
PREMIUM WAX POLISH

AutoSmart Mirror Image Is a premium wax polish design for use on all used paintwork. 
It restores, cleans and waxes in one simple ‘on & off’ process leaving a long-lasting shine. 
Mirror Image contains fine cutters to remove small imperfections & blemishes.

MIRROR IMAGE
RESTORING WAX POLISH

The fastest, easiest polish on the market. Easy to apply and remove, Cherry Glaze will save 
time for the detailer. Especially good as a PDI polish or for removing fingerprints.

CHERRY GLAZE
SPRAYABLE FAST POLISH

Swirl Removing Pad Glaze Onyx Polish has the combined effects of aluminium oxide (Al2O3) micro abrasives with a 
hard setting advanced polymer polish. The cutters in Onyx Polish abrade the paints surface to give a smooth even 
finish while the advanced polymer sealant, eliminates any fine scratches and surface imperfections

ONYX POLISH
ONE STEP CUT AND POLISH
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The Autosmart range of professional vehicle 

polish products.
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KEY:        PREMIUM       NEW CAR        USED CARP N U

A highly versatile spray polish and quick detailer giving fast and easy results on wet and dry 
vehicles. This highly durable polish seals and protects paintwork, leaving a dust-free result. 
Perfect for showroom maintenance and final inspections. 

GOLDEN TOUCH
LIQUID PROTECTOR POLISH

Aquaseal SI02 is a revolutionary new sealant set to challenge conventional techniques used 
for the application of vehicle surface protection. Aquaseal is a fast and easy way to coat a 
vehicle with a highly durable and weather-resistant, high-gloss spray sealant.

AQUASEAL SI02 
SPRAY SEALANT

The ultimate in shine & protection. Wax is a highly concentrated blend of 4 waxes including; 
Carnauba & Candelilla wax, specially chosen to produce a highly durable deep ‘wet look’ 
gloss.

WAX
PREMIUM HARD WAX POLISH

A premium quick detailer spray. Quickly cleans & rejuvenates new and detailed surfaces 
such as paintwork, glass & trim. Ideal for PDI and showroom use. Silicone free, Wax Detailing 
Spray is ideal for use in paint and panel shops.

WAX DETAILING SPRAY
PREMIUM QUICK DETAILER
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COBALT
VERSATILE SPRAY POLISH

A highly versatile spray polish, using Ionic nanotechnology. Fast and easy results on wet 
and dry vehicles, leaves an instant deep shine. This highly durable polish seals and protects 
paintwork, leaving a dust-free result. Perfect for showroom maintenance.
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GLASS CLEANERS
Our key selection of products for your 

manual carwash system.

GLASS CLEANERS

Bring the sparkle back to your glass with AutoSmart glass cleaners. Traffic film, 
tobacco residues, and general contaminants combine to form a haze that most 
standard glass cleaners struggle to remove. This haze is no challenge for AutoSmart, 
even the most stubborn or baked-on bug squash is easily removed by AutoSmart glass 
cleaners. All of our glass cleaners are ammonia-free, ensuring that they are safe on 
tint, interior trim and for the operator.
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SMART GLASS: Premium high strength sprayable glass cleaner, which is the fastest 
way to clean glass. Smart Glass’s ammonia and streak-free formulation 
removes road film, insect smear, tobacco & general glass haze.

GLASS GLOW: A heavy-duty powerful cream glass polish. Easy to apply and remove, 
with none of the dusting of inferior formulations. Glass Glow removes 
tough nicotine, crayon & label residues giving fast, smear-free results.

20/20: Our aerosol glass cleaner that when dispensed creates a foam that 
penetrates and lifts contaminants including road film, insect smear, 
tobacco & general glass haze. 20/20 is convenient and fast, giving clean 
smear-free results.

GLASS GLEAM: An economical glass cleaner. The ammonia and streak-free formulation 
removes road film, insect smear, tobacco & general glass haze. 
Ammonia-Free

SCREEN WASH ADDITIVE

TINT REMOVER

CLEAR VIEW: Multi-purpose screenwash concentrate. Removes debris, traffic 
film, and dirt without smearing the windscreen. In winter, Clearview 
clears salt spray and de-ices screens and locks. Protects down to 
-20 degrees Celcius. Will not effect rubbers or wiper blades.

TINT OFF: Simple to use, ammonia-based, tint glue remover. Ideal for fast and 
effective removal of window tinting. Ideal for all glue types.

AMMONIA 

FREE TINT 

REMOVER:

Simple to use ammonia-free tint glue remover. Ideal for fast and 
effective removal of window tinting. Ideal for all glue types.
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HYBRID CERAMIC
HYBRID CERAMIC COATING

The hybrid technology provides the benefit 
of both an amino-functional polymer polish 
and a harder wearing ceramic. All this without 
the commonly associated difficulties involved 
with applying ceramics coatings. 

The unique combination of the ceramic and 
the amino-functional polymer technologies 
form a microscopic, protective membrane 
structure over the paint surface. This protective 
membrane provides a highly enhanced 
slick, glossy surface, colour enrichment and 
durability, and a chemical & weather resistant 
hydrophobic coating. 

The dual technology also provides extra 
protection from UV exposure. Like all paint 
protectors, the coating needs to be properly 
maintained in order to sustain the integrity 
of the protective membrane. Particularly with 
regards to the timely removal of bird lime, tree 
sap and scratches.

HYBRID 

CERAMIC

COATING

Hybrid Ceramic is a ceramic coating using 
latest generation technology to provide 
shine, definition, dirt repellence,  super 
hydrophobicity, and a super slick finish. 

HYBRID 

SHAMPOO

CERAMIC SAFE WASH

A pH neutral, wax free wash that gives a 
deep yet gentle clean, whilst maintaining 
the integrity of your Hybrid Ceramic paint 
protection coating.  

RECHARGE + THE CERAMIC TOP COAT

Recharge + Ceramic Top Coat is a 
hydrophobic spray coating, used to 
provide a top up to Ceramic Paint 
Protection, or can be used as a coating in 
its own right, giving additional shine.
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SILVER SEAL
TOTAL CAR PROTECTION

The condition of a car’s paintwork has 
a direct link to its value. Silver Seal is a 
guaranteed protectant for paintwork, 
vinyl, and upholstery, which protects and 
adds value. It can be sold to new and used 
car buyers or offered as a stand-alone 
service.

Silver Seal is exclusively researched, 
manufactured, distributed and 
guaranteed by AutoSmart International. 
It has been extensively tested in climates 
where the weather plays a huge part in 
paintwork deterioration and lasts longer 
than any other product on the market.

WHY IS SILVER SEAL DIFFERENT?:

• Independent scientific tests prove that Silver Seal Paint Protector lasts longer than any other 
product on the market.

• Silver Seal is extremely quick and cost-effective to apply - saving time and money.

• Silver Seal is a reliable way to boost the resale value of your car - providing lasting protection 
for paintwork and interiors.

SURFACE PROTECTION:

PAINT PROTECTION: The Paint Protector contains PTFE, a technology originally developed to help protect 
the exterior of spacecraft. Once treated with Silver Seal Paint Protector, traffic film 
and dust are easily removed from paintwork.

UNDERSEAL: A sealant applied in a thick coating to the underbody. Protecting it from stone chips 
and moisture penetration. It also reduces road noise.

INTERIOR PROTECTION:

FABRIC PROTECTION: The Fabric Protector forms a waterproof barrier, protecting upholstery from staining 
from spillages such as coffee and soft drinks.
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LEATHER CLEANER: An excellent product which is mild and gentle and doesn’t harden leather. Highly 
concentrated, so economical in use.

LEATHER SUPPLEMENT: A rich cream leather feed designed to protect new leather and rejuvenate old leather 
as new.
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Autosmart Accessory products ideal for 

your carwash system.

PACKAGING: Plastic Bottles, Lids, Trigger Sprayers, Buckets, Taps, Spouts, 
Dispensers, Labelling.

SPONGES: Vehicle Sponges, Scourers, Bug Sponges, Microfibre Noodle 
Mitts/Pads, Chenille Mitts Pads, Wool Wash Mitts, Hydra 
Sponges.

BUFF PADS: Complete Buff Pad system for 3” through to 8” sizing. Pads 
feature Plain or Hexalogic texture, in recessed, bevelled and 
sloped edging.

PAPER: Paper Towel & Dispensers, Toilet Paper, Hand Wipes, 
Interleaved Paper & Dispensers, Disposable Cloths. 

BRUSHES: Hand Brushes, Flow-Through Brush Heads, Brooms, Wheel 
Brushes, Bumper & Wheel Brushes, Vent Brushes, Hog Hair 
Brushes, Brush Pole, Flow-through Poles, Extendable Poles.

...And much, much more. Contact your 

local Autosmart franchisee for details.

SAFETY: Nitrile Gloves, Safety Glasses, Dust Masks, Disposable 
Overalls.

We offer a complete range of accessory items to suit your car wash system. 
Here are some of the categories we cover, consult your local Autosmart 
Franchisee for specific products:

THE AUTOSMART ACCESSORY RANGE

ACCESSORIES
& AIR FRESHENERS
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SPRAYERS & PUMPS:

CHAMOIS & CLOTHS:

KEY TAGS:

GLOVES:

Pressure pump up sprayers, acid or alkaline resistant, solvent 
resistant, 

PVA, perforated, micromax, drying towels, microfibre cloths

Avaliable in red, white, blue, green, yellow, orange and 
assorted colours. 

Nitrile, polyethylene, rubber. Available in sizes
small, medium, large, x large, xx large.

OVERSPRAY REMOVAL: Overspray mitt, pad, cloth and bar. Available in 
light, medium and coarse. 
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BUFFING MACHINES
Our range of speciality buffing machines for use 

with our compounds and polishes.

The Autosmart RP1400 Rotary Buffer is run by 
a direct drive motor that provides consistent 

rotation. This rotary action works quickly to 
remove defects. The RP1400 rotary buff is ideal for 

heavy-duty paint renovation including the removal 
of deep scratches and flattening wet sanding marks, 

as well as quickly removing heavy oxidisation. 

Autosmart’s rotary is lightweight and ergonomically 
designed for an improved user experience. Great on 

hard paints or finishes stronger than clear coat, including 
fibreglass. Recommended for professional use only.

RP1400

ROTARY MACHINE

ORBITAL POLISHER

DA1000

ORBITAL MACHINES

ORBITAL POLISHER

L21

•1400 watt

• Spindle Lock

• Soft Start

• Variable Speed (6 settings)
• Ergonomic Design

• Trigger-Lock

• M14 Thread
• Suits 7” Backing Plate for  
  8” pad (200mm).

The Autosmart DA1000 is driven by a random 
orbital system with an 8mm orbit. The random 

orbit lowers rotation speeds by generating a 
random path for the head to follow. This means 

that there is no concentration of energy on one spot, 
so, therefore, it won’t burn paint or cause holograms 

and swirls, the head will simply stop rotating if too 
much pressure is applied.

 
The net result of this is that it will not cut as fast but 

is much more forgiving on the vehicles painted surface. 
This makes it a safer choice for both professional and 

inexperienced users. It is ideal for final finishing step or 
on soft paints.

• 1000 watt

• 8mm Orbit

• Variable Speed (6 settings)
• Ergonomic Design

• M14 Thread
• Suits 5” Backing Plate for  
  6” pad (150mm).

FEATURES

The L21 Buff Machine is driven by a random 
orbital system with a 21mm orbit providing a 

larger span of cut/polish. This feature allows you 
to buff a larger area at a given time. The L21 orbital 

polisher is a suitable choice for both professional 
and inexperienced users. 

Random orbital buff machines spread the 
concentration of energy, hence it won’t burn paint or 

cause holograms/swirls. Its larger span makes it ideal 
for large areas and flat panels. 

• 900 watt

• 21mm Orbit

• Variable Speed (6 settings)
• Soft Grip

• Ergonomic Design

• M14 Thread
• Suits 6” Backing Plate for  
  7” pad (180mm).

FEATURES
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BUFF PADS

TYPES OF PADS AVAILABLE

8 Inch Velcro Pad (200mm)
RECESSED EDGE
Our 8-inch pads feature a recessed edge along with vent hole in the centre for easy 

application and dissipation of heat. This pad suits a 7-inch (180mm) backing plate.

TYPES OF FOAM AVAILABLE

BLUE - HEAVY/COARSE GREEN - MEDIUM YELLOW - LIGHT

WHITE - FINE BLACK - FINISHING

7 Inch Velcro Pad (180mm)
BEVELLED EDGE
The Autosmart 7-inch pads feature a bevelled edge along with a vent hole in 
the centre for easy application and dissipation of heat. This pad suits a 6-inch 

(160mm) backing plate.

6 Inch Velcro Pad (150mm)
BEVELLED EDGE
The 6-inch pads feature a bevelled edge along with a vent hole in the centre for easy 

application and dissipation of heat. This pad suits a 5-inch (130mm) backing plate.

3.5 Inch Velcro Pad (90mm)
ROUNDED EDGE
Our 3.5-inch pads feature a rounded edge along with a vent hole in the centre for easy application 
and dissipation of heat. This pad suits a 3-inch (80mm) backing plate. This pad is perfectly sized 
for use on a Cyclo Buffer Machine or Autosmart  Smarttool.

5.7 Inch Pad & Plate (145MM)
ROUNDED EDGE

The 5.7-inch pad & plate features a rounded edge along with fixed backing plate 
on reverse side. The backing plate suits an M14 thread.
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PRICING

PRODUCT:________________________________________________________VOLUME:____________________  PRICE:______________
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www.autosmartaustralia.com.au
The professionals’ choice for 

vehicle cleaning products.

Contact
Details

ACT
Canberra

NSW
Bankstown
Central Coast
Dubbo & Central West
Gunnedah & North West
Mid North Coast
Newcastle
Newcastle
North Sydney
South Sydney/Western Suburbs
Wollongong

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Darwin

QUEENSLAND
North Brisbane
North Queensland
Southport & Goldcoast
South Brisbane
Sunshine/Capricorn Coast
Toowoomba/Ipswitch

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Statewide

TASMANIA
Statewide

VICTORIA
Albury/Shepparton
Bendigo/Mildura
East Melbourne
Eastern Valley
Frankston
Geelong/Mt Gambier
Moorabbin
North Melbourne
South Melbourne
West Melbourne

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Perth East Metro
Perth North/South Metro
WA South West & Great Southern

  

Michael Maguire
  

Dolph Stoker
Wojtek Szczypior
Gary Bennett
 Dom Massey
Grant Corcoran
Geoff Hartin
Gordon Richards
Wojtek Szczypior
Mitch Brooks
 Caine Parbery

Chace Karpenko

Ryan Wadey
  Andrew Patterson
Mike Hughes
Jamie Wadey
Alan Thompson 
Damien O’Neil

Matthew Corbitt

Lee Crocker
Don Jamieson

Geoff Romero
Brian Hurst
Craig Stewart
Luke Ablitt
Ron Bright
Brendan Poulton
Grant Pegler
Doug Wilson
Paul Bright
Craig Stewart

Peter Wells
Nathan Garman
 Grant Ruland

0407 009 630   

0418 669 430
0411 590 276
0427 681 961
0427 424 211 
0402 858 779
0416 299 880
0449 086 014
0411 590 276
0425 251 935
0477 779 427

0410 456 766

0401 939 001
0412 621 341
0411 241 909
0400 099 962
0414 360 864
0407 936 136

0417 750 005

0429 771 088
0417 962 901

0417 452 935
0400 571 002
0425 619 600
0408 149 225
0408 600 888
0477 772 089
0466 081 954
0411 600 884
0417 600 888
0425 619 600

0418 906 756
0409 371 186
0408 952 833 
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